
Futaba 18SZ + R7008SB (mode 1) Ref: 4513886027529
Futaba 18SZ + R7008SB (mode 1)

Futaba 18SZ + R7008SB (mode 1) transmitter with receiver
18SZ is the latest transmitter from Futaba. It is a comprehensive transmitter that can operate in all available modulations used by Futaba
\neven the most complex RC devices. The transmitter supports all types of RC equipment: airplanes, gliders, helicopters and multi-rotors
(drones).
The transmitter is equipped with a touchscreen color display with adjustable contrast. It makes navigating the menu very easy and fast.
The menu itself resembles that of Futaba's top transmitter, i.e. the 18MZ.
Futaba 18SZ is made very precisely with high-quality materials and, thanks to its low weight and appropriate housing profiling, it fits very
well in the hand.
Key features:
- support for FASSTest, FASST, T-FHSS and S-FHSS modulations-ready functions for model airplanes, gliders, helicopters and multicopters
(drones)
- tactile 4.3-inch color LCD display-8 fully programmable flight phases
- integrated telemetry (for T-FHSS and FASSTest modulations) with data logging capability
- internal memory for up to 30 models-powered by a 6.6V LiFe 2100 mAh battery. Operating time is 7 - 8 hours-voice output of telemetry
data
- possibility to update the transmitter's firmware by the user via SD card
- two side slider trimmers (sliders), six digital trimmers, 8 switches with the possibility of freely assigning them
- precision sticks based on ball  bearings-possibility to connect via trainer-learner cable,  programming servos,  sensors and decoders S.
BUS and S.BUS2
- rubber sides of the transmitter for a secure grip
- adjustable backlighting of the TFT display
- vibrating and audible alarm-calibration of the sticks-automatic shutdown of the transmitter for prolonged inactivity
- range test-possibility to pair the 18SZ with two receivers within one model (FASStest and T-FHSS)
The transmitter has all the basic functions of the model settings, i.e.: subtrim, reverse, end point, delay, fail safe, 3 types of curves, etc.
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The kit includes
Futaba 18SZ (T18SZ) RC transmitter,
Futaba R7008SB RC receiver,
LiFe 6.6V 2100mAh battery for the transmitter,
charger,
Futaba lanyard,
receiver switch,
plastic screwdriver
Number of channels
18
Bandwidth
2.4GHz
Modulation
FASSTest, FASST, T-FHSS and FHSS
Battery
LiFe 6.6V 2100 mAh
Receiver
Futaba R7008SB

Preço:

€ 1 071.99
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